RISK WARNING
HonorFX (a trading name of Honor Capital Markets Limited), is regulated by the Financial Services
Commission of the Republic of Mauritius with an Investment Dealer license GB200225826, having
its registered office at 10th floor, Sterling Tower, 14 Poudriere street, Port Louis, Mauritius.
We do not provide investment advice. If you are unsure if this form of investing suits you, you
should seek advice from an authorised financial adviser. We are not currently authorised to give
investment advice of any kind and therefore will not provide advice to you. However, from time to
time, we may give you information in relation to an underlying market or a transaction which you
have enquired about.
Only speculate with money you can afford to lose.
This Risk Warning is meant to help you understand the risks involved with the products and services
offered by us; however, this Risk Warning cannot explain all risks involved. It can only serve as a
general guide to the risks involved with trading our products and using our services, and you must
determine for yourself if the risks involved are appropriate for your investment strategy and risk
appetite.
Trading in derivative financial products involves high risks. Spread bets and CFDs are complex
instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. Prices may move
rapidly against you, particularly during volatile market conditions. Certain Products, such as CFD on
cryptocurrencies, are more volatile than others and may be even more susceptible to sharp and
sudden movements in price.
You should not enter into CFD Margin Trades unless you fully understand the risks involved. When
deciding whether to trade in such instruments you should be aware of the following:

1. CFD Trading May Not be Appropriate for You
Before you are able to open an account to trade a CFD or spread bet product, HonorFX will evaluate
whether the product(s) and/ or services you have chosen are appropriate for you, and to warn you if,
on the basis of the information you provide to us, any product or service is not appropriate. Any
decision to open an account and to use our products or services is yours. It is your responsibility to
understand the risks involved with our products or services.
During our application process, our assessment process may include a questionnaire that focuses
on previous experience and knowledge around the product and the risks involved in trading complex
instruments. It is up to you to assess whether your financial resources are adequate for your
financial activity with us and your risk appetite in the products and services you use.

2. We Do Not Provide Advice
Our services are provided on an execution only basis. We do not provide investment advice in
relation to CFDs or spread bets. We sometimes provide factual information or research
recommendations about a market, information about transaction procedures and information about
the potential risks involved and how those risks may be minimised.
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Any information we provide to you, including any information provided by our client services team, is
purely factual and does not take into account your personal circumstances. Any decision to use our
products or services is made by you.
You are responsible for managing your tax and legal affairs including making any regulatory filings
and payments and complying with applicable laws and regulations. We do not provide any
regulatory, tax or legal advice. If you are in any doubt as to the tax treatment or liabilities of
investment products available through your CFD or spread betting account, you should seek
independent advice.

3. Trading Off-Exchange
When you trade with us, you will be entering into an off-exchange (also known as an
over-the-counter, or OTC) derivative which is non-transferable. This means you will enter into trades
directly with us and those trades must be closed with us. You will not be able to sell or transfer your
trades to third parties. This can involve greater risk than investing in a financial instrument which is
transferable, or dealing in an exchange-traded derivative, because your ability to open and close
trades with us is dependent on our being in a position to accept orders from you and to execute
them.

4. Margin
CFD Margin Trades involve leverage (also known as ‘gearing’ or ‘margining’), which means that the
effects of small movements in Price are multiplied and may have large impacts on the value of your
Positions, both in respect of profits made and losses incurred and the higher the leverage rate, the
higher the risk involved. You can rapidly lose on a trade. Any market losses exceeding the Margin
will be taken from your account. You may be called upon to deposit additional Margin at short notice
to maintain your trade. We will revalue your open trades continuously during each trading day, and
any profit or loss will be immediately reflected in your account. A loss may require you immediately
to deposit additional funds in your account in order to maintain your open trades.
It is therefore important that you monitor your CFD Margin Trades closely and the rate of leverage
utilized. A small movement in price may have a large impact on your CFD margin trades and
account and may result in immediate account close-out.

5. Loss Limits Are Not Guaranteed
Making a stop loss order may limit your loss but this is not guaranteed. Your loss may be greater in
some circumstances. Slippage (also called 'gapping') occurs when the market moves past the price
at which you have set your stop loss order. This may occur because the underlying market has
become unusually volatile. In such a circumstance we would close your open trade at or as quickly
after the reopening of trading in that underlying market, i.e. at the next price available. Additionally,
markets may also be extremely busy when the underlying market becomes volatile. This may result
in your stop loss order being executed at a price below your stop loss order price in a rapidly falling
underlying market.

6. Past Performance
You should not assume that past performance bears any relation to potential future performance.
There can be no certainty concerning the future performance of any underlying market or trades that
you make. No representation can be made as to future performance.
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7. Currency
If you trade in a market denominated in a currency other than your base currency, currency
exchange fluctuations may impact your profits and losses.

8. Volatility
Movements in the price of underlying markets can be volatile. This will have a direct impact on your
profits and losses. Knowing the volatility of an underlying market will help guide you as to where any
Stops should be placed. It should be noted that volatility can be unexpected and unpredictable.

9. Out-Of-Hours Markets
During the out-of-hours sessions on index markets, our quotations reflect our own view of the
prospects for a market. This could include referring to price movements in other relevant markets
which are open. Furthermore, business done by other clients may itself affect our quotations. There
may be nothing against which to measure our quotation at these times.
At times, market conditions and the operation of the rules of certain markets (i.e. suspension of
trades due to volatility, lack of liquidity in the underlying, and other reasons) may make trading riskier.
This may lead, in extreme cases, to a change of the settlement of a contract. We reserve the right to
change settlement for contracts expiring on a given day if, on that day, trading is suspended.

10. Leverage of Gearing
Leverage or gearing enables you to enter into trades with a small deposit (also called margin) in
terms of the overall contract value. However, this means a small movement in the underlying market
can have a disproportionately dramatic effect on your trade.
Even a small movement in the underlying market may result in the loss of your entire margin
amount. Therefore, it is imperative that you only speculate with money that you can afford to lose.

11. Contingent Liability Transaction
Where a trade is margined, we require you to make a series of payments against the purchase price,
instead of paying the whole purchase price immediately. Even if a trade is not margin, it may still
carry an obligation to make further payments in certain circumstances over and above any amount
paid when you entered into the contract. Contingent liability transactions which are not traded on or
under the rules of a recognised or designated investment exchange may expose you to substantially
greater risks.

12. Spreads, Commissions and Costs
Before you begin to trade with us, you should obtain details of all commissions and other charges for
which you will be liable. If any charges are not expressed in money terms (for example, as a bid offer
spread), you should obtain a clear explanation of what such charges are likely to mean in specific
money terms. In the case of futures, when commission is charged as a percentage, it will normally
be as a percentage of the total contract value, and not simply as a percentage of your initial
payment.
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Depending on the type of trade you make and how long it lasts we may require you to pay financing
costs. Also, if you trade in currencies different from your base currency, we may require you to
convert those foreign currencies to your base currency. The aggregate of financing costs and foreign
exchange costs may exceed any profits on your trade or increase the losses you may suffer on a
trade.

13. Insolvency
The insolvency or default of any other brokers involved with your transaction, may lead to positions
being liquidated or closed out without your consent. In certain circumstances, you may not get back
the actual assets that you have invested, and you may have to accept any available payments in
cash.

14. Regulatory and Legal Risk
The risk that a change in laws and regulations will materially impact a security and investments in a
sector or market. A change in laws or regulations made by the government or a regulatory body can
increase the costs of operating a business, reduce the attractiveness of investment and/or change
the competitive landscape and as such alter the profit potential of an investment. This risk is
unpredictable and may vary from market to market. In emerging markets such risk may be higher
than in more developed markets.

15. Tax Risk
You take the risk that your trades and any related profits may be or become subject to tax. We do not
represent or warrant that no tax or stamp duty (other than trading duty) will be payable. You will be
responsible for all taxes and stamp duty in respect of your trades. HonorFX does not provide any tax
advice to clients, and you are responsible for your own tax affairs.

16. Your Money
If you have been categorised as a retail client or we have otherwise agreed to treat you as a
professional client, we will hold your money in trust in a segregated client money bank account
separate from our money; however, this may not provide complete protection (for example, in the
insolvency of our bank). Your attention is also drawn to the 'Your Money' section of our Customer
Terms and Conditions.

17. System Failure
Operational risks with HonorFX on your device are inherent in every CFD transaction. Disruptions in
HonorFX’s operational processes such as phone systems, IT systems, networks or external events
may lead to delays in the execution and settlement of a transaction.
The functions that enable you to access our Platform via mobile applications are not identical to the
functions available to you when accessing our Platform via a desktop computer. This may limit the
information that you are able to see at any time and adversely affect your ability to take quick and
reliable actions on our Platform and to limit the related risks.
HonorFX accepts or bears any liability whatsoever in relation to the operational processes of
HonorFX, except to the extent that it is caused by the fraud or dishonesty by HonorFX.
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